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LANGUAGE ARTS 

ABeka 

LITERATURE 

Biographies of Evangelist Billy Sunday and David Livingston 

Message of the Mountain - the adventures of John and Marvin continue in this third book of the 

Secret in the Maple Tree Series. 

Johnny Tremain - Johnny encounters John Hancock and Samuel Adams and soon is involved in  

pivotal events shaping the American Revolution from the Boston Tea Party to the first shots  

fired on Lexington.  

The Hawk that Dare not Hunt by Day - As the enemy rises to oppose Tyndale’s Bible translation, 

Tom is confronted with the choice between what he wants and what he knows to be true.  

(BJU Press) 

A Father’s Promise - Rudi must learn how to survive in hiding, how to be truly brave, and how to 

die to himself and trust the God who is mightier than any army. (BJU Press) 

SPELLING 

Spelling, Vocabulary, Poetry 6 leads children to learn the exact meaning and spelling of words, as 

well as the roots, prefixes and suffixes of words.  Poems are also included with favorites such as 

“The Charge of the Light Brigade,” and “Paul Revere’s Ride” to foster and appreciation of poetry. 

GRAMMAR 

Language C:  From correct subject/verb agreement and diagraming to reviewing punctuation and 

perfecting paragraph writing, students develop a firm foundation for proper communication and 

writing. 

Creative Writing:  From beautiful penmanship to figurative language and poetry, students are taught 

to observe the world around them and then write about it. 

 

MATH 

Saxon 

Students are introduced to functions and coordinate graphing, integers, exponential expressions, 

and prime factorization. 

 

SCIENCE 

ABeka 

Observing God’s World covers topics such as invertebrates, plants, forces of the earth, the universe, 

space travel, and matter.  

 

HISTORY 

BJU Press 

Heritage Studies 6 students on a tour of the history and culture of ancient  

civilizations like Egypt, China, Israel, Greece, Africa, the Mayas, and the Roman world. 

SPECIAL CLASSES:  Art, Bible, Choir, Band, Spanish, Computer, PE 

All students enjoy special scheduled time in our library. 


